The effects on sleep pattern ('short-sleep' versus 'long-sleep') and subjective sleep disturbance of genotype, personality, symptoms of anxiety and depression, and lifestyle, were examined using survey data on a clinically unselected sample of adult Australian twin pairs, aged 17-88 years. When the effects of genotype, personality and symptoms were ignored, lifestyle variables appeared to account for roughly 4% of the variance in sleep disturbance, and 9% of the variance in sleep pattern. Significant genetic effects on sleep disturbance and sleep pattern were found, which were only partly explained by the effects of personality and symptoms of anxiety and depression. Much of the association between sleep disturbance and lifestyle appeared to be explained by separate effects of personality and symptoms of anxiety and depression on sleep and lifestyle ('genotyperisk-factor correlation'). There was little evidence for genetically determined differences in sensitivity to the lifestyle variables ('genotype ؋ risk-factor interaction').
Introduction
Sleep disturbance is the second most common symptom of mental distress. 1 According to some surveys, as much as one third of the adult population reports difficulty sleeping. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] This high frequency of complaints about sleep is reflected in the widespread use of prescribed hypnotic medication and non-prescription remedies. 2, 6 Sleep disturbance is often a chronic complaint, one study finding that over 40% of those reporting sleep problems have had them for more than 5 years. 4 Compared with the general population, individuals reporting disturbed sleep are more likely to report persistent or recurrent health problems, or emotional distress. 4 It is usually difficult to determine whether sleep disturbance is a cause or a consequence of such problems. In one major prospective investigation of the effects of insomnia on occupational performance, a longitudinal study of sailors in the navy, however, poor sleepers were subsequently found to be less effective in their work, less likely to receive promotion and more likely to be demoted, discharged, or not re-enlisted. 7 Deviant sleep pattern has also been identified as a potentially important problem for physical health. Those who report longer than average sleep duration ('long-sleepers'), as well as those reporting short sleep duration ('short-sleepers'), have been shown to have an increased risk of mortality, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] which cannot be explained by previous history of coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, or high blood pressure. 10 Risk factors for subjective sleep disturbance in the general population have been examined in several major epidemiological surveys. The prevalence of various forms of sleep disturbance has been found to be greater in females, [1] [2] [3] 5, 6, 8, [13] [14] [15] in older age cohorts, [3] [4] [5] [6] 8, [13] [14] [15] [16] and in those with lower educational level, lower income or lower socioeconomic status. 3, 4, 15, 16 Some studies have attempted to identify more detailed aspects of lifestyle (eg smoking and drinking) which are predictive of subjective sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Other research has focused upon the importance of biological factors in sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. Studies of inbred mouse strains have suggested a genetic basis to differences in sleep pattern, 22, 23 and a significant proportion of variance in some components of human sleep has also been demonstrated to be genetically determined. 24, 25 Twin studies have shown substantial genetic effects in somnambulism 26 and narcolepsy, 27 with a predisposing genetic factor for the latter recently identified. 28, 29 Investigation of the first-degree relatives of probands with clinical disturbances of sleep have shown significant familial aggregation for hypersomnia 30, 31 and sleep apnea. 32 A study of Finnish twins, 33 which included brief items about duration and quality of sleep in a more general health survey, has suggested a significant genetic effect on both these variables in a clinically unselected population. Using data from an extensive survey of adult twins from the Australian twin panel, 34 we have found a significant genetic effect on liability to symptoms of anxiety and depression, including sleep disturbance associated with worrying or feeling miserable. 35 Statistical analysis of the genetic and environmental causes of the covariation of symptoms of anxiety and depression has revealed a dimension of genetic liability to sleep disturbance which is independent of liability to anxiety and depression. 36 Further analyses using data from a more detailed investigation of sleep patterns and sleep difficulties, carried out as part of the same survey, have confirmed the importance of genetic liability to sleep disturbance and revealed an even more important effect of genotype on sleep pattern. 37 
Genotype ϫ risk factor interaction
A weakness of these studies has been their exclusive focus upon the predisposing role of either genetic factors, or epidemiological risk factors. This ignores the possible importance of genotype ϫ environment interaction. [38] [39] [40] [41] If sensitivity to risk factors is partly under genetic control or if the importance of genetic predisposition varies under different environmental conditions ('genotype ϫ risk factor interaction'), attempts to estimate the average effects of genetic differences (ignoring differences in risk factor exposure) or of risk factors (ignoring differences in genetic predisposition) would be misleading. Risk factors for sleep disturbance might be important only in a few individuals at high genetic risk. Genetic predisposition might be important only in those individuals exposed to risk factors for sleep disturbance. If genotype ϫ environment interaction is a major factor in sleep disturbance, this would have important implications for sleep laboratory research. If poor sleepers are genetically 'sensitised' to lifestyle risk factors and to disturbances in their home environment, we would not expect to obtain accurate estimates of normal sleep disturbance in the restricted environment of the sleep laboratory.
Pathways from genotype to sleep disturbance
The joint analysis of genetic factors and risk-factors also allows us to detect genotype-risk factor correlation. 38 It is commonly assumed that a genetic contribution to liability implies a fairly direct pathway from genotype to the disorder. However, we know that there are genetic influences on personality, 43 on liability to symptoms of anxiety and depression, [34] [35] [36] and on a variety of lifestyle variables such as smoking, [44] [45] [46] alcohol consumption 42, 46 and caffeine consumption. 46 Thus the mere demonstration that there are genetic influences on sleep disturbance and sleep pattern tells us nothing about the pathway from genotype to outcome. Effects of symptoms, personality and lifestyle on sleep could explain the genetic variation.
Genotype-risk factor correlation poses a problem equally for epidemiological studies as well as genetic analyses. It is usually assumed that a risk factor is having a direct causal effect on a disorder. However, it is also possible that an apparent risk factor is determined by an intervening variable which is influencing the disorder, and that the risk factor itself is having no direct causal effect. Thus an association between lack of physical exercise and sleep disturbance might arise because symptoms of anxiety and depression, or some predisposing personality variables, give rise to sleep disturbance and, separately, to reduced physical activity. No causal effect of physical exercise on sleep need be implied.
The analysis of genotype ϫ risk factor interaction, and genotype-risk factor covariation, is possibly only when sleep disturbance, sleep pattern and their associated risk factors are studied in a genetically informative design (eg twins or adoption data). In the Australian twin survey, self-report measures of psychological distress, subjective sleep duration and sleep pattern, personality, and a variety of aspects of lifestyle were obtained. In this paper we present the results of joint analyses of the effects of genetic and epidemiological factors, and their covariation and interaction, on sleep disturbance and sleep pattern.
Methods

Subjects
A questionnaire, including items about sleep patterns and sleep difficulties, 20, [47] [48] [49] symptoms of anxiety and depression, 50, 51 personality, 52 drug usage and other habits potentially related to sleep (eg alcohol consumption, smoking 42, 45 ), was mailed to all adult twins enrolled in the Australian NH & MRC Twin Register. 34 Questionnaires were mailed to 5967 twin pairs aged 17 years or greater in 1980-1982. Ages of respondents ranged from 17 to 88 years. After one or two reminders to non-respondents, completed questionnaires were returned by both members of 2903 same-sex twin pairs (1233 female and 567 male monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs, 751 female and 352 male dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs). To simplify the genetic and genetic-epidemiological analyses, 907 opposite-sex pairs were excluded. A two-item zygosity questionnaire was used to determine zygosity. 34 Such questionnaires have been shown to give 95% agreement with diagnosis based on extensive blood-typing. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] A total of 15 respondents admitted to regular use of 'sleeping tablets' or 'tranquillisers'. Since this number is far too small to have a major biasing effect on our analyses, these individuals were not excluded from the sample.
Measures
Items from the sleep questionnaire of Johns 20, [47] [48] [49] were selected for the present study. Responses to these questions have been shown to give good agreement with laboratory-based EEG measures of sleep, 58 and to show good consistency over time. 47, 48 Measures of subjective sleep quality and sleep disturbance were as follows (see Tables 1 and 2 Two items from the Delusions-Symptoms-States Inventory 50,51 also concern problems of sleep: 'Recently, worrying has kept me awake at night' (anxious insomnia) and 'Recently I have been so miserable that I have had difficulty with my sleep' (depressed insomnia). The questionnaire also included items about the usual times (on weekdays) when the respondent (i) goes to bed (which we shall refer to as 'bedtime');
(ii) tries to get to sleep ('sleep-time');
(iii) how long the respondent takes to get to sleep, ('sleep latency'); and (iv) how long the respondent sleeps ('sleep duration').
In addition to these sleep items, the questionnaire contained items on marital status and family structure, educational level, smoking (average daily consumption), alcohol consumption (typical weekly consumption), consumption of tea and coffee (number of cups per day) and amount of physical exercise (1 -jogging, cycling to work or vigorous sport 3-4 times a week; 2 -play sport or exercise a couple of times a week; 3 -regular exercise (eg tennis, golf, etc) about once a week; 4 -occasional exercise (2-3 times a month) or regular light gardening; 5 -none). The use of decaffeinated products in Australia at the time of the study was considered to be sufficiently infrequent not to necessitate any distinction between regular and decaffeinated tea and coffee. Measures of extraversion, neuroticism, and recent symptoms of anxiety and depression, were also included in some analyses, after excluding items which made specific reference to sleep.
Data summary
All the sleep variables, with the exception of bedtime, sleeptime, sleep latency and sleep duration, were assessed using a discontinuous scale. For the 'quality of sleep' variable, we collapsed categories 4 and 5 ('poor' and 'very poor'), since the frequency of responses falling into category 5 was extremely low. When we examined the frequency distribution of responses to bedtime, sleeptime, sleep latency and sleep duration items, these too were found to be discontinuous, responses being clustered around hours, or 15, 30 or 45 minutes past an hour. We therefore recorded these variables as discontinuous five point scales (see Table 1 ).
To avoid performing multiple significance tests on correlated measures of sleep pattern and sleep disturbance, a principal components analysis was performed, separately for each sex, and component scores on three orthogonal dimensions were derived. Scores by each member of a twin pair were included in the same analysis, ignoring the non-independence of observations on twin pairs.
Data analysis
To explore the joint effects of epidemiological 'risk factors' and genetic factors, and their interaction, we have used an approach based upon regression analysis. 59 More powerful methods based upon structural equation modelling 60 were considered, but these would have required extensive computing, and were therefore deemed inappropriate for exploring the effects of a large number of risk factors, and their interaction with genotype.
In a conventional regression analysis, sleep scores, S, would be predicted as a linear function of the epidemiological variables E 1 , E 2 , E 3 etc
To allow for genetic effects on S, we included in the regression analysis a term for the interaction of zygosity (coded 1 for identical twin pairs, 0.5 for fraternal twin pairs) and the co-twin's score on S, S C . This will test whether there is a significant regression of twin's score on co-twin's score which varies as a function of the degree of genetic relatedness (as would be predicted if there are genetic influences on sleep which are not purely mediated through the measured epidemiological risk factors). To test hypotheses about the intervening variables (extraversion, neuroticism, and symptoms of anxiety and depression) which might account for genetic effects on S (including genotype-risk factor covariation), we included in the regression equation terms for the interaction of zygosity with co-twin's score on the other variables, before adding in the zyg ϫ S C interaction term. This in effect partitions the genetic variance in S into that which is mediated through these other variables and any residual genetic variance which is specific to sleep. To test for genotype ϫ risk factor interaction, we then included further terms involving the three-way interaction of zygosity, co-twin's score (on either sleep or some other 'mediating' variable, M), and twin's risk factor. Thus our full regression equation had the form
Since it is largely the same genes which are responsible for neuroticism and symptoms of anxiety and depression, [34] [35] [36] we tested for three-way interactions involving zygosity and co-twin's neuroticism score, but not co-twin's anxiety or depression scores. 
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In view of the evidence for important effects of age on sleep (see references above), in all analyses age was always included as the first term in the regression equation. Initially, we attempted to predict sleep disturbance and sleep pattern using only age and the other epidemiological variables. We then attempted to improve prediction by adding in successively terms representing genetic effects, effects of the interaction of genotype with the epidemiological variables, and finally effects of symptoms of distress and personality. At each stage, all terms which had been found to be significant at any preceding stage were forced into the regression equation.
As an alternative approach, we then examined the improvement in prediction which occurs when sleep disturbance and sleep pattern is predicted initially from age, genetic effects and personality and symptoms, and only afterwards were the other epidemiological variables, and terms for their interaction with genotype, included in the regression equation. If the epidemiological variables are having a direct, causal effect on sleep, we would expect the main effects of these variables to remain significant. If, however, they are merely indices of personality, symptoms or other factors which influence sleep, and are themselves having no direct causal effect, we would expect their effects to be non-significant.
Results
Effects of sex
Contingency tables were computed, cross-classifying the sleep pattern and sleep disturbance variables by sex (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Consistent with findings in other populations, Australian women report that they sleep more poorly ( 
Multivariate analysis
For each sex, the first three principal components accounted for over 50% of the variance in the sleep variables (53.5% in males, 54.7% in females) and had eigenvalues greater than unity. Loadings on these principal components of the sleep variables (which may be interpreted as the correlations of each sleep variable with the corresponding component) are given in Table 3 . The first component is clearly a measure of general sleep disturbance, with 'quality', 'variability of quality', 'initial insomnia', 'depressed insomnia', 'anxious insomnia', 'latency', and 'night waking' all having high loadings on this component, and 'depth' and 'duration' having moderate loadings. Despite the unusual wording of the 'initial insomnia' item, its high loading on the first component indicates that it is providing a useful measure of sleep disturbance. Only 'bedtime', 'sleeptime' and 'duration' have high loadings on the second component, which is clearly a measure of sleep pattern, distinguishing long-sleepers who go to bed early from short-sleepers who go to bed late. In both sexes, sleep duration loads more heavily on the second component than on the first, implying that sleep The first two components have very similar loadings in the two sexes, and are also very similar to factors obtained using a more extensive sleep questionnaire in other populations. 20, 49 The third component in males contrasts those who regularly nap during the day, and are shallow sleepers whose sleep is easily disturbed, with deep sleepers who do not take naps very frequently. Interpretation of the third component in females is more equivocal, but it appears to contrast shallow sleepers whose sleep is easily disturbed, and who nap frequently, with those who suffer from 'anxious insomnia' and 'depressed insomnia'.
Epidemiological predictors
In females, sleep disturbance (assessed by scores on the first principal component) increases with age (F 1,3365 = 28.87, P < 0.001), consumption of tea (F = 19.01, P < 0.001) and coffee (F = 17.31, P < 0.001). Smoking is also associated with increased sleep disturbance, although not significantly so (F = 3.10, P = 0.08). However, sleep disturbance is reduced by regular exercise (F = 12.39, P < 0.001), and is also decreased in married subjects (F = 38.07, P < 0.001), and those more highly educated (F = 9.27, P < 0.001). In males, sleep disturbance is decreased in married subjects (F 1,1593 = 15.82, P < 0.001), and is associated with increased use of hypnotic medication (F = 17.05, P < 0.001), drinking (F = 12.34, P < 0.001), having children (F = 5.17, P = 0.02), and higher education (the opposite effect to that observed in females: F = 5.85, P < 0.001). The harmful effects of coffee consumption (F = 3.61, P = 0.06) and protective effects of regular exercise (F = 3.36, P = 0.07) are just short of significant. These lifestyle and situational variables together accounted for only 3.9% of the variance in female sleep disturbance, and 3.4% of the variance in males.
Female short-sleepers are older (F 1,3362 = 15.95, P < 0.001), better educated (F = 46.76, P < 0.001), less likely to have children (F = 20.50, P < 0.001) and less likely to be married (although this association is not significant: F = 2.73, P = 0.10). They also tend to drink less alcohol (F = 3.84, P = 0.05). However, they are more likely to smoke (F = 32.40, P < 0.001), drink tea and coffee (F = 32.66, P < 0.001; F = 3.84, P = 0.05) and exercise regularly (F = 8.89, P = 0.002).
Male short-sleepers are also better educated (F 1,1594 = 69.98, P = 0.001), less likely to be married (F = 11.69, P < 0.001), and less likely to have children (F = 2.74, P = 0.10). They smoke more (F = 7.04, P < 0.01), and drink more tea and coffee.
(F = 3.44, P = 0.06; F = 29.50, P < 0.001). Together these variables account for 5.6% of the variance in scores on the second principal component by females, 8 .5% of the variance in males.
For component scores on the third factor in females, we find that the best single predictor is age (F 1,3369 = 193.13, P < 0.001). In addition to being older, female shallow sleepers who wake at night and nap during the day are more likely to be married (F = 106.26, P < 0.001) and less likely to smoke (F = 37.00, P < 0.001). These variables account for 12.2% of the variance. In males, age is also the best predictor of scores on the third factor (F 1,1594 = 221.74, P < 0.001). Male shallow sleepers who nap during the day are also more likely to be married (F = 8.44, P = 0.004), and consume more alcohol (F = 9.30, P = 0.002), less tea (F = 3.61, P = 0.06), and less hypnotic medication (F = 4.23, P = 0.04). They are less likely to smoke (F = 7.36, P = 0.007), and also tend to be less well educated (F = 8.74, P = 0.003). Together these variables predict 20.5% of the variance in scores on factor 3 in males.
Incorporating genetic effects
Including a term for the interaction of zygosity and co-twin's sleep score leads in every case to a significant improvement in prediction of the first twin's score. In females the proportion of variance in the twin's score accounted for increases to 12.1% in the case of the sleep disturbance component (F 1,3019 = 83.73, P < 0.001), to 13.4% for the shortsleep component (F 1,3017 = 271.60, P < 0.001) and to 16.1% for the third component (F 1,3023 = 128.42, P < 0.001). In males, the corresponding increases are to 8.3% for sleep disturbance (F 1,1442 = 70.75, P < 0.001), to 16.2% for short-sleep component (F 1,1443 = 84.91, P < 0.001) and to 25.3% for the third sleep component (F 1,1443 = 84.91, P < 0.001). It should be noted that the degrees of freedom have decreased in these analyses incorporating genetic effects because of cases where data on the co-twin's sleep scores were missing. These results imply that there are significant genetic effects on sleep disturbance and sleep pattern which are not explained by the effects of smoking, drinking, and other risk factors.
Partitioning the genetic variation
In females, we found evidence for genetic effects on sleep disturbance mediated through neuroticism (F 1,3019 = 23.60, P < 0.001), introversion (F = 3.23, P < 0.001), anxiety (F = 7.45, P = 0.006) and depression (F = 4.40, P = 0.04). The interaction of zygosity with co-twin's sleep disturbance (F 1,3015 = 239.01, P < 0.001) was still found to be significant, ie there still remained significant residual genetic variance that was not mediated through these variates. In males, genetic effects on sleep disturbance mediated through anxiety (F 1,1140 = 11.91, P < 0.001) and introversion (F = 6.17, P = 0.01) were found, but once again there was significant residual genetic variance in sleep disturbance (F 1,1436 = 42.60, P < 0.001).
Significant genetic effects on short-sleep versus long-sleep mediated through neuroticism were found in females (F 1,3015 = 7.84, P = 0.005) and in males (F 1,1440 = 8.23, P = 0.004), but again there was highly significant evidence for residual genetic variation in both sexes (F 1,3014 = 286.52, P < 0.001; F 1,1439 = 136.95, P < 0.001). Similarly, some of the genetic variation in scores on the third component by female twins could be explained by genetic effects on neuroticism (F 1,3017 = 7.10, P = 0.008) and introversion (F = 4.17, P = 0.04), but a highly significant genetic effect remained unexplained (F = 165.96, P < 0.001). For male twins, some of the genetic effects on shallow sleeping and napping could be explained by the effects of symptoms of anxiety and depression (F 1,1440 = 3.02, P = 0.08; F = 8.09, P < 0.01), but once again the unexplained genetic effect was highly significant (F 1,1439 = 81.14, P < 0.001). Thus, although some of the genetic variation in sleep disturbance and sleep pattern can be explained by the effects of genes which are influencing neuroticism (and anxiety and depression 34, 36 ) and, in the case of sleep disturbance, extraversion, much of the genetic variation cannot be explained by these intervening variables.
Genotype ϫ risk factor interaction
In females, the addition of terms for the three-way interactions of zygosity, co-twin's score and own risk factors explained less than 0.4% of the variance in sleep disturbance, 0.9% of the variance in shortsleep, and 0.1% of the variance in scores on the third component. In males, corresponding proportions of variance explained were 0.9%, 1.1% and 0%. Genotype ϫ risk factor interaction does not appear to play a major role in sleep disturbance or sleep pattern.
For sleep disturbance in females, there was weak evidence for 'significant' interaction of zygosity, age and co-twin's sleep disturbance ('genotype ϫ age interaction': F 1,3013 = 8.64, P = 0.003). Apparently, the effects of genetic liability on sleep disturbance is increased in older women. There was also a significant interaction of zygosity, tea consumption and co-twin's neuroticism score (F = 8.64, P = 0.003); high tea consumption exacerbates the detrimental effects of high genetic liability to neuroticism.
In males, the effects of genetic liability to sleep disturbances are ameliorated by having children (F 1,1438 = 6.01, P = 0.01), despite the fact that the environmental main effect of having children is to increase the likelihood of complaints about sleep disturbance. The effects of high genetic liability to neuroticism are exacerbated by high alcohol consumption (F = 7.85, P = 0.005).
The impact of genetic liability on long-sleep in females is exacerbated by high alcohol consumption (F 1,3011 = 6.56, P = 0.01) and by smoking (F = 26.44, P = 0.004). The association between genetic liability to neuroticism and long-sleep is also increased by coffee consumption (F = 5.23, P = 0.02), but diminished by having children (F = 4.01, P < 0.05). The genetic correlation between extraversion and shortsleep is exacerbated by having children (F = 6.00, P = 0.01). In males, marriage tends to reduce the impact of genetic liability to short-sleep (F 1,1440 = 12.88, P < 0.001), whilst education reduces the association between genetic liability to neuroticism and short-sleep (F = 5.95, P = 0.01).
For frequent napping associated with shallow sleep, a significant three-way interaction of zygosity, co-twin's extraversion and own smoking was obtained in females (F 1,3020 = 4.75, P = 0.03). The association between genetic liability to extraversion and napping during the day is diminished by smoking. In males, there was no evidence for genotype ϫ risk factor interaction, although the term for genotype ϫ age interaction was just short of significance (F 1,1440 = 2.75, P = 0.10). Predictably, there is a tendency for genetic liability to frequent napping to become more important in older males. Table 4 summarizes the major predictors of sleep disturbance and sleep pattern identified in these regression analyses.
Effects of personality and symptoms
When the regression equations were further elaborated by including own personality (extraversion and neuroticism) and recent symptoms of anxiety and depression, a major improvement in prediction was achieved for scores on the first sleep disturbance component. With these variables, however, we cannot be certain whether associations with sleep represent cause or effect. For females, significant effects of neuroticism (F 1,3010 = 100.20, P < 0.001), and symptoms of anxiety (F = 25.18, P < 0.001) and depression (F = 8.35, P < 0.001) were found, and the proportion of variance accounted for in sleep disturbance score increased from 13% to 36.6%. In males, too, the inclusion of neuroticism (F 1,1433 = 49.24, P < 0.001), anxiety (F = 73.84, P < 0.001) and depression (F = 20.59, P < 0.001) led to a significant improvement in prediction, from 10.2% to 30.3% of the variance, and the effect of extraversion was just short of significance (F = 2.82, P = 0.09). In both sexes, individuals reporting disturbed sleep tended to be more neurotic, and more likely to report symptoms of anxiety and depression.
Prediction of scores on the second and third components did not improve so markedly. Inclusion of symptom and personality measures for females led to an increase in proportion of variance accounted for from 14.7% to 16.2% for short-sleep, and from 16.7% to 19.6% for frequent napping. Corresponding increases in males were from 17.7% to 18.3% and from 25.9% to 27.5%. Both female and male short sleepers are more extroverted (F 1,3008 = 34.41, P < 0.001; F 1,1437 = 7.72, P < 0.01) and less neurotic (F = 13.02, P < 0.001; F = 3.26, P = 0.07) than long sleepers. Females who report that they often nap during the day, tend to wake at night and do not sleep very deeply are more introverted (F 1,3016 = 5.61, P < 0.02), but also report fewer symptoms of anxiety (F = 25.06, P < 0.001) and depression (F = 13.32, P < 0.001). Male shallow sleepers who regularly take naps also report fewer symptoms of depression (F 1, 1436 = 25.86, P < 0.001).
Genotype-risk factor correlation
We also examined the improvement in prediction when the epidemiological variables, and terms for their interaction with genotype, were entered into the regression equation after age, genetic effects (ie terms for the interaction of zygosity and co-twin's scores), and own personality and symptoms. The proportion of variation explained increased from 35.9% to 36.3% and 28.5% to 29.8% for sleep disturbance in females and males respectively; from 11.5% to 16.0% and 11.8% to 18.3% for short-sleep; and from 17.3% to 19.4%, and 25.1% to 27.3% for frequent napping. These data give little support to the notion that lifestyle and other epidemiological risk-factors have a major causal effect on sleep disturbance, particularly in females. They suggest rather that the apparent association between risk factors and sleep disturbance observed in the initial analyses is a consequence of the separate effects of symptoms and personality on lifestyle and on sleep. -(***) -*** -*** -¯** Marriage¯***¯***¯* -(***) -*** -** Children --**¯*** -
-*** -*** -*** -*** -*** -*** Risk factor ´genotype:
-denotes increased risk, ¯denotes decreased risk. Asterisks denote significance level (*5%; **1%; ***0.1% significance level) at the time a term was first entered into the regression equation. Parentheses indicate a variable is not a significant predictor once terms for genetic effects and genotype ´ risk factor interaction are included in the regression equation.
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For short-sleep versus long-sleep, however, aspects of lifestyle are still found to be important predictors. Table 5 identifies the epidemiological variables which, either as main effects or in interaction with genotype, remained significant predictors of sleep disturbance and sleep pattern even when personality and recent symptoms of anxiety and depression were taken into account. For sleep disturbance, we find that the number of epidemiological variables having significant main effects or significant effects in interaction with genotype has been reduced to six. Only two of these, smoking and alcohol consumption, are modifiable habits, and neither of these is having any effect on sleep disturbance in females. For short-sleep, only five variables are having effects which are independent of genotype, and only two of these are influencing short-sleep in males. Only in the case of frequent napping associated with shallow sleep do we find essentially the same epidemiological predictors to be important. Indeed, in this case two more three-way interaction terms have reached significance at the 5% significance level, indicating significant genotype ϫ age interaction and a significant interaction of genes for neuroticism with marital status in males.
Discussion
Representativeness of the sample
There are no good normative data on sleep patterns in Australia, to which the present data could be compared. Enrolment in the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council Twin Register was voluntary, a disproportionate number of volunteers being young, female, and from monozygotic twin pairs. 34 We have however controlled for age and sex effects on sleep, by taking out the regression of our derived sleep variables on age, and conducting separate analyses for males and females. We know that this sample does not differ from the general population of Australia in respect of its personality characteristics, 61 or the prevalence of symptoms of anxiety and depression. 35 It seems unlikely, therefore, that the unrepresentativeness of the sample will have seriously biased our conclusions about the causes of sleep disturbance and sleep pattern.
The validity of self report data
The Australian twin survey relied entirely upon subjective assessments of usual quality and timing of Epidemiological: Age -** -* -** --*** -*** Education ---*** -*** -¯** Marriage¯**¯** ---*** -** Children --***¯*** -
-¯*** -*** -¯*** -Risk factor ´genotype:
sleep. This is inevitable, since the very large sample sizes required for genetic research 62 could not be achieved in a sleep laboratory-based study. Moreover, it is these same subjective assessments of sleep which form the basis for most use of hypnotic and non-prescription medication. 2, 6 When subjective estimates of sleep have been validated against EEG recordings in the sleep laboratory, poor sleepers have regularly been found to overestimate sleep latency and underestimate total sleep duration, but also to underestimate how often they awaken fully from sleep. 7, 63, 64 Such studies are usually able to confirm the existence of sleep difficulties, even if they have been exaggerated. Normal sleepers are able to give a more accurate report of their sleep latency. 7 One possible interpretation of the findings for sleep latency and duration is that poor sleepers are genetically sensitised to disturbances and other risk factors which are minimised in the artificial environment of the sleep laboratory. If, as seems likely, they are using subjective information about their usual sleep latency and sleep duration in the home environment in assessing sleep in the sleep laboratory, this would explain the observed results. However, our analyses have failed to find evidence for a major effect of genotype ϫ risk factor interaction on either sleep pattern or sleep disturbance, suggesting that the results of sleep laboratory studies may not be seriously misleading.
The questionnaire measures of sleep pattern and sleep disturbance used in the survey have previously been validated against laboratory-based EEG measures of sleep. 58 An important feature of the survey is that it combines multiple subjective measures of sleep disturbance and sleep quality with estimates of sleep latency and sleep duration. This provides one check on the validity of the measures, that of internal consistency: those individuals in the sample who report frequent difficulty falling asleep ('initial insomnia') or sleep difficulty associated with depressed or anxious effect also report a longer sleep latency and a shorter sleep duration, and are more likely to report poor or variable quality and shallowness of sleep (see Table 3 ). Thus we can be confident that those who complain of regular difficulty falling asleep, while perhaps falling asleep more quickly than they report, are nevertheless taking longer to fall asleep than those who do not report such difficulties, and experiencing distress as a result.
Genetic influences
In both sexes we found significant genetic effects on sleep disturbance, short-sleep and shallow sleep associated with napping during the day, which could not be explained by genetic effects on lifestyle variables such as alcohol consumption and smoking. Some of this genetic variation could be explained by the effects on sleep of the personality traits of neuroticism and extraversion, which are known to be strongly influenced by genetic factors. 43 Additional genetic variation could be attributed to the effects of genetic liability to symptoms of anxiety and depression. [34] [35] [36] Nonetheless, strong evidence was found for residual genetic variation in sleep disturbance and sleep pattern which could not be explained by any intervening variables.
From the results of the principal components analysis it appears that sleep disturbance is, to a remarkable degree, independent of sleep pattern. Loadings of the variables 'bedtime', 'sleeptime' and "daytime napping" on the first component (sleep disturbance) are comparatively small in both sexes, and loadings of the subjective sleep disturbance variables and "daytime napping" on the second component (sleep pattern) are even smaller. This suggests that different sets of genes are determining liability to sleep disturbance, short-sleep, and daytime napping. Further analyses have confirmed the biological independence of sleep pattern and sleep disturbance. 37 . Unexpectedly, we found little evidence for genotype ϫ age interaction for the short-sleep vs long-sleep and daytime napping component scores. This implies that biological influences on sleep pattern are acting with remarkable consistency throughout the life span (see also Heath et al 37 for further modelfitting analyses confirming this finding). Even for sleep disturbance, significant genotype ϫ age interaction was observed only in females, and accounted for only a small proportion of the variation. Such consistency is difficult to reconcile with the view that the excess similarity of MZ twins, compared with DZ twins, is due to the greater similarity of their experiences during childhood (see Kendler 65 for other criticisms of this argument).
Epidemiological predictors
Our analyses indicate that lifestyle variables such as smoking and consumption of alcohol, tea and coffee, and demographic and situational variables such as educational level, marital status and number of children, explain a relatively small proportion of the variance in sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. When associations between epidemiological predictors and sleep are considered without taking account of current symptoms and personality, the causal effects of these variables on sleep is overestimated (compare Tables 4 and 5 ). At least part of the association appears to be explained by the separate effects of symptoms and personality on lifestyle and sleep. This effect is particularly pronounced in the case of female sleep disturbance, where, after allowing for symptoms and personality, the only significant epidemiological predictors are age and marriage. Associations between sleep and frequency of exercise appear to be entirely explained by the effects of symptoms and personality on both.
Smoking and alcohol consumption are the lifestyle variables which best predict sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. In males, alcohol consumption is associated with increased frequency of napping and shallow sleep, and (particularly in those with high genetic liability to neuroticism) with increased complaints of sleep disturbance. In females, alcohol consumption tends to exacerbate any genetic tendency to long-sleep. Smoking (in females) and coffee consumption (males and females) are associated with short-sleep. Smoking also shows an unexpected association, in males, with decreased frequency of complaints of sleep disturbance and decreased frequency of napping together with increased depth of sleep. Further analysis (unpublished) suggests that these findings are largely explained by the increased number of smokers who report 'deep' sleep, ie that they are 'hard to wake'. This association should not therefore be interpreted as a beneficial effect of smoking on sleep.
Education, marriage and having one or more children emerge as important epidemiological predictors of sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. The protective effects of marriage against sleep disturbance are counteracted (at least in males) by having children! Married individuals report greater frequency of sleep during the day and longer sleep duration, and females with children also report longer sleep duration at night. High education is associated with shorter sleep duration in both sexes, but also increased depth of sleep and decreased frequency of napping (at least in males).
Genotype ϫ risk factor interaction
Genotype ϫ risk factor interaction explains only a small proportion of the variation in sleep disturbance and sleep pattern. This probably reflects the unexpectedly small impact of epidemiological variables on sleep. Several risk factors show associations with short-sleep, in particular, only in interaction with genotype.
Conclusions
Our analyses suggest that much of the variance in subjective sleep disturbance and sleep pattern can be explained by genetic factors, personality, and current symptoms of anxiety and depression. Aspects of lifestyle and other epidemiological variables are comparatively unimportant. Some of the association between lifestyle and sleep is explained by the separate effects of symptoms and personality on lifestyle and on sleep (genotype-risk factor correlation). Many of the epidemiological variables which do influence sleep have effects which interact with genotype (genotype ϫ risk factor interaction), but these interactions still explain only a comparatively small proportion of the variance.
